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(item 716) - Widely used as a wireless satellite tracking program; - Uses Kepler data to generate an operational prediction model for each satellite passing within a specified - range of a given Earth station. - Provides status updates, times of acquisition and loss of signals and predicted results for each - satellite. - Allows plotting of up to 4 satellites simultaneously. - A world chart may be optionally loaded to show the locations of major cities and
islands. - The source Kepler data files used to generate a given operational prediction model may be - updated on the internet directly from the Tracker itself, or may be downloaded from an HTTP - server on the Trackerís local machine. - For Windows 95/98/Me Stellar Terminator NEW Stellar Terminator Software Overview Stellar Terminator Description: (item 730) Stellar Terminator is the only 1-pass differential star tracker that combines
science with fun! Enjoy Astronomy's greatest virtual observatory experience in an easy to use and fun -dynamic programming environment. With Stellar Terminator you can enjoy a rich variety of exciting activities. These include plotting positions of selected objects on -any of several user specified graphical views, using its unique scanning mode. -You can also use Stellar Terminator for an easy-to-use program for the control of CCD cameras
and CCD mounts. With its built-in CCD control functions, Stellar -Terminator is a very powerful and easy-to-use program. * Great fun stuff for the amateur astronomer to do with the Stellar-Terminator! * Now available for your Windows 95/98/NT/2000. Stellar Terminator Description: (item 719) Stellar Terminator is the only 1-pass differential star tracker that combines science with fun! Enjoy Astronomy's greatest virtual observatory
experience in an easy to use and fun -dynamic programming environment. With Stellar Terminator you can enjoy a rich variety of exciting activities. These include plotting positions of selected objects on -any of several user specified graphical views, using its unique scanning mode. -You can also use Stellar Terminator for an easy-to-use program for the control of CCD cameras and CCD mounts. With its built-in CCD control functions, Stellar
-Terminator is a very powerful and easy-to-use program. * Great fun stuff for the amateur astronomer to do with the Stellar-

Satellite Tracker PC/Windows

• Basic functions: • View switching: the program can be set to launch in a specific view, and a default view can be saved as a startup option. The program supports multiple startup options that can be set by Ctrl-clicking on the View option on the main menu. • Quit / Reboot: the program terminates when the user exits it. • Satellite list: the user can quickly scroll up or down the satellite list. This can be triggered by clicking on the "Space View" or
"Earth View" buttons on the main menu. • In/Out list: the In/Out list allows the user to jump to different views. This can be triggered by clicking on the "Space View" or "Earth View" buttons on the main menu. The In/Out list is used to enable the program to launch in a specific view, and a default view can be saved as a startup option. • Satellite list: the user can quickly scroll up or down the satellite list. This can be triggered by clicking on the
"Space View" or "Earth View" buttons on the main menu. • Transit list: the Transit list allows the user to jump to different views. This can be triggered by clicking on the "Transit" button on the main menu. The Transit list provides all predicted times of transit (loss of signal) of satellite transits. • Button bar: The Program contains the following buttons: • Home button: opens the Main window (including status bar). • Satellite selection: only one of
the satellite list, In/Out list, or Transit list can be active at a time. • Return to home button: returns to the Home window (only one Satellite list, In/Out list, or Transit list can be active). • Exit button: terminates the program without saving the startup option. • Alerts: when an alert is issued by the program, it is shown in the status bar in the form of an alert bullet. The user can add alert buttons to the Alerts interface by clicking on any one of the alert
bullets (User can add multiple buttons to multiple alerts). • Help: if a help topic is associated with an interface element, such as a button or a menu, an appropriate help window is displayed if the user clicks on it 6a5afdab4c
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The program Tracker can be run on the tracker-in-a-box hardware configuration built in to a personal computer. A serial port is required for connecting to the built-in tracker and a display (laptop, monitor, television) is required to view the satellite data plotted on the screen. Two or more tracker can be simultaneously used to track in a synchronous mode, using separate and unique serial connections. Tracker can be used standalone to track any
number of satellites at any one time and plot their positions on the Earth or space as shown above or in the screenshot below. If serial tracking is required on a single PC, it is loaded by placing the Tracker.exe in the applications folder. On Windows, this means that it will be in C:\Program Files\Motorola\TrackerX\. The computer must be restarted for the data to appear. Tracker can also be run directly from a Cdrom and is available as a stand
alone program. The program can plot the positions of up to 4 satellites simultaneously in a simple two-dimensional orbital plane. These are selected with the mouse or keyboard and plotted against a background of stars. The times of acquisition, loss and elevation are shown on a separate dialog which can be toggled between the space or Earth views. The program was originally designed for tracking satellites with the telescopes of U.S. In the past,
this has been achieved using a pair of 10x Barlow telescopes mounted on tripods to hold them a meter or two off the ground. However, these types of telescopes are rarely used for satellite tracking anymore because the satellite's signals arrive within a few degrees of the horizon and are effectively lost to the telescope. By contrast a satellite's position can be plotted within a few degrees of the horizon even if the signals are lost. Similarly, the perigee
height of a satellite is lost to telescopes. This is a bit of an eccentricity of amateur radios and interested can be assessed by using a tracking program such as Tracker or Deti. Another eccentricity of tracking a satellite using a telescope is that the satellite is easily lost if the slightest inaccuracy is introduced into the mounting. For these reasons, most tracking of satellites is now achieved by using software programs such as Tracker. Concurrently,
Tracker can plot satellites in an equatorial orthographic projection on a world map or, optionally, an Earth centered one. Also plotted are the sunrise and sunset times, the rising and setting azimuths, and the times of acquisition and loss. As with

What's New in the Satellite Tracker?

--------------------------------------------------------- Basic Information: SatelliteTracker is the most powerful and popular satellite tracking program of its kind available today. It is designed to track the positions of a large number of satellites, enabling you to record and plot their positions and altitudes at any time. If you need to plot a satellite, just go to the "Satellite" view on the left. The Tracker supports the Kepler and celestial nomenclature
equations for satellite orbits and can obtain the daily ephemeris data of satellites from the Internet. For highly accurate predictions, the daily ephemeris and concurrent planetary positions can be automatically compiled from 'Kepler Parameters' based on daily data from NASA's JPL. There is also a daily prediction chart for the moon and planets, in which the moon phase, planet type and position are plotted. It is a good tool for determining the
correct time of transit of, for example, the new moon. Tracker also allows you to easily plot the local GPS satellite positions and to predict when they will be acquired. If you run tracker for a long time, you may also want to plot the stationary satellites and work with the list of satellites with an accurate position on the dock or the refrigerator. Tracker also calculates the ephemeris and the azimuth and elevation of other satellites. You can do
trigonomatical operations such as finding the maximum elevation or the maximum elevation with respect to a target for any given date. In addition, Tracker can be automatically synchronized with the global coordinates and world maps. You can also make detailed views for any specific coordinates such as southern California, Japan, India, South America, eastern and western Antarctica, etc. As a general purpose satellite tracking program, Tracker
is useful for not only for receiving and tracking satellites, but also for meteorology, communications and amateur radio. To be more specific, Tracker is a broadly applicable satellite tracking tool and a satellite plotter program that can track the positions of many types of satellites. Tracker can be used to determine the ephemeris (course of the satellite and the time of death), the azimuth and elevation of satellites for tracking or to receive the radio
signals transmitted from satellites. Additionally, since Tracker takes the satellite data from NASA
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP SP2 Processor: Intel Pentium IV 1.7GHz Memory: 512MB RAM Graphics: 256MB VRAM Hard Drive: 2GB Free Hard Drive Space Input: Keyboard and Mouse Recommended: Processor: Intel Core Duo 2.66GHz Memory: 1024MB RAM Graphics: 512MB VRAM Cinesp
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